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The size and type of a “data item” are application-speciﬁc
and therefore programmer-deﬁned. The computation to be
performed is described by a graph consisting of compute nodes
connected by dataﬂow edges. Application execution streams
input data through the graph to produce outputs.
Streaming computing on GPUs has been used to accelerate
applications with regular, predictable memory access and computation patterns. However, many high-impact applications exhibit behaviors that are obstacles to performance optimization
on a GPU [3]–[5]. These “irregular” applications have become
targets of optimization with the rise of GPGPU computing.
Some authors, such as Zhang [3] and Burtscher et al. [4],
deﬁne irregular applications in terms of operations directly tied
to GPU performance, such as control divergence and irregular
memory access patterns. Others, such as Pingali et al. [5],
deﬁne them by the types of data structures on which they
operate, e.g., arbitrary graphs rather than dense matrices. We
deﬁne irregular streaming applications by the property that
they include computational steps that produce a variable, datadependent number of outputs per input. Examples of highimpact irregular streaming applications from scientiﬁc and engineering domains include biological sequence alignment [6],
network packet ﬁltering (as NFA matching [7]), telescope data
processing [8], and big graph algorithms [9], [10].
With wide SIMD, lightweight threads, and low-cost threadcontext switching, GPUs allow considerable ﬂexibility in
the way application work is assigned to threads. However,
irregular applications are challenging to map efﬁciently onto
a GPU because data-dependent ﬁltering or replication of
items creates an unpredictable data wavefront items ready for
further processing. This wavefront, which may comprise items
stored sparsely at different stages of the computation, must be
efﬁciently mapped to SIMD threads to maximize occupancy,
that is, to provide work to as many threads (which are actually
lanes in wide SIMD instructions) as possible at all times.
Straightforward implementations of irregular applications on
a GPU are therefore prone to load imbalance and reduced
occupancy, while more sophisticated implementations require
advanced use of, e.g., SIMD parallel scatter/gather or atomic
operations to redistribute work efﬁciently among threads.
In this work, we describe MERCATOR, a framework to
transparently support optimizations applicable to irregular
streaming dataﬂow on NVIDIA GPUs. Given a graph specifying a streaming application’s topology and CUDA code

Abstract—GPUs have a natural afﬁnity for streaming applications exhibiting consistent, predictable dataﬂow. However, many
high-impact irregular streaming applications, including sequence
pattern matching, decision-tree and decision-cascade evaluation,
and large-scale graph processing, exhibit unpredictable dataﬂow
due to data-dependent ﬁltering or expansion of the data stream.
Existing GPU frameworks do not support arbitrary irregular
streaming dataﬂow tasks, and developing application-speciﬁc
optimized implementations for such tasks requires expert GPU
knowledge.
We introduce MERCATOR, a lightweight framework supporting
modular CUDA streaming application development for irregular
applications. A developer can use MERCATOR to decompose
an irregular application for the GPU without explicitly remapping work to threads at runtime. MERCATOR applications are
efﬁciently parallelized on the GPU through a combination of
replication across blocks and queueing between nodes to accommodate irregularity. We quantify the performance impact of
MERCATOR ’s support for irregularity and illustrate its utility by
implementing a biological sequence comparison pipeline similar
to the well-known NCBI BLASTN algorithm.
MERCATOR code is available by request to the ﬁrst author.
Keywords – streaming dataﬂow; parallel computing; SIMD;
GPU; irregular computation

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the exponential increase of available data across all
disciplines in the last decade has come a corresponding need
to process that data, leading to a rise in popularity of the
streaming computing paradigm and of the use of GPUs as
wide-SIMD streaming-data multiprocessors [1], [2]. We use
streaming computing to denote a method of processing data
that has the following characteristics:
•

•
•
•

The input data set is assumed to be of unbounded size,
either because it is ﬁnite but huge or because new inputs
are continuously produced (e.g. when processing a live
video or sensor data stream in real time).
Each input item must be processed by performing computations on the item’s data.
Each input item may generate zero or more output items
when processed.
Performance comes from optimizing total throughput
(input items consumed per unit time) as opposed to
latency per item.
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for computations to be performed in each node, MERCATOR
automatically generates CUDA code to manage the application’s execution on the GPU, including all data movement
between nodes and a scheduler for running the application
to completion. MERCATOR’s principal technique to mitigate
the impact of irregularity is to gather and queue data items between nodes. We implement queues transparently to the application developer, using SIMD-parallel operations to minimize
their overhead. Queueing supports applications with directed
cycles in their dataﬂow graphs and exposes opportunities for
optimization, such as concurrent execution of compute nodes
with the same code.
To characterize MERCATOR’s behavior, we ﬁrst use synthetic application kernels to quantify performance impacts of
its support for irregular execution, then demonstrate implementation of a more complex application from the domain of
biological sequence comparison.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes related work. Section III describes the MERCATOR
application model, while Section IV extends this model to the
GPU. Section V presents the MERCATOR framework and its
programmer interface. The remaining sections present results
and future work.

Fig. 1: Example application topologies, including pipelines and trees with or
without back edges.

though they do not target GPUs. However, MERCATOR enables
expression of irregular applications in a way that naturally
exposes not only coarse-grained task parallelism due to modularization but also ﬁne-grained data parallelism enabled by
the GPU’s wide-SIMD architecture.
GPU support for irregular applications. Several previous
works [20]–[22] have developed support for efﬁcient execution
of irregular, task-parallel applications on a GPU. A key
component of these works is a task scheduling framework
that runs entirely on the GPU, allowing blocks to repeatedly
pull/push and execute work with no CPU intervention until
all tasks are complete. MERCATOR adopts a related scheduling
strategy to minimize host-GPU coordination overhead. However, these existing systems again do not offer abstractions that
speciﬁcally target the ﬁne-grained data parallelism inherent in
streaming dataﬂow.
The theoretical GPU streaming execution framework presented in [23] uses a channel data structure [24] similar to
our queues, with work aggregated by function type and a
scheduling strategy designed to maximize SIMD lane occupancy. However, this framework requires more intervention
by the application programmer than does MERCATOR to
manage dataﬂow. More importantly, implementing the channel
framework would also require hardware changes to the GPU,
whereas MERCATOR is entirely software-based.
OpenACC [25], like MERCATOR, allows programmers to
augment their code with parallelization suggestions designed
to abstract details of GPU data movement and execution
from a programmer. However, it primarily targets regular
computations and small code snippets and may therefore
require frequent host-GPU coordination to manage irregularity
between stages of a computation.
Existing approaches to optimizing irregular applications on
wide-SIMD architectures share common successful elements
but are application-speciﬁc in their implementations. In [7],
Ren et al. introduce a stream compaction step on the CPU
that allows for efﬁcient storage and execution of yet-to-betraversed tree nodes in the presence of arbitrary, non-uniform
path cutoffs. Our WOODSTOCC DNA sequence alignment
application [26], [27] uses parallel reduction techniques on
a GPU similar to Ren’s stream compaction to maintain dense
work queues of candidate DNA reads, while [28] uses similar
techniques to optimize graph-processing algorithms on a GPU.
MERCATOR seeks to generalize these enhancements into a
development framework for diverse applications.
Domains of application. Irregular streaming dataﬂow computations arise often as part of high-performance scientiﬁc

II. R ELATED W ORK
Other streaming data-ﬂow models. Past work in streaming
computing has focused on exploiting task parallelism, in
which an application is broken into ‘tasks’ that may be run
in parallel by independent heavyweight threads on distributed
systems, subject to the data dependencies among tasks. Many
Models of Computation (MoCs), beginning with Kahn process
networks [11] and continuing with models that place various
restrictions on data ﬂow rates and node execution characteristics, have been designed to model task parallelism, with tasks
represented as the compute nodes of a dataﬂow graph.
One of the most restrictive yet best-studied MoCs for
streaming computation is the Synchronous Data Flow (SDF)
model [12], in which the number of data items produced and
consumed by each node’s ﬁring is known a priori for each
application. SDF models many digital signal processing applications, such as audio ﬁlters, video encoders/decoders, and
software-deﬁned radios. SDF applications can be optimally
scheduled at compile time for a uniprocessor or multiprocessor
system [13], and frameworks such as StreamIt allow programmers to develop SDF applications for GPUs [14], [15]. In
contrast to SDF applications, the irregular applications we seek
to support allow data-dependent production and consumption
rates at each computation stage, making compile-time load
balancing impossible.
Less restrictive MoCs for task-based streaming computing,
such as Boolean Data Flow [16], Dynamic Data Flow [17],
and Scenario-Aware Data Flow [18], can express applications
composed of modules with different running times and workto-thread mappings, at the cost of weaker scheduling and space
requirement guarantees. The Ptolemy Project [19] maintains a
framework supporting applications conforming to these MoCs,
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and engineering computation. Below, we give examples of
such applications organized by the topology of the dataﬂow
computation, i.e. the connections among its computational
operations. Fig. 1 gives examples of these topologies.
Linear pipelines with ﬁltering. A common topology is
that of a simple linear pipeline, each of whose stages may
discard some of its inputs. Examples include telescope image
processing [8], Monte Carlo ﬁnancial simulation [29], and
Viola-Jones face detection [30].
Linear pipeline with data-dependent feedback. Pipelines
may be augmented with feedback edges to process each input
a data-dependent number of times. Examples include recursive algorithms such as those vectorized in [31], ﬁxed-point
GPU algorithms (e.g. points-to analysis) in the LonestarGPU
benchmark suite [4], rejection sampling algorithms such as the
ziggurat RNG [32], pattern-matching algorithms such as NFA
processing [7] used for, e.g., network packet inspection and
security scanning, and iterative mathematical functions with
data-dependent convergence, such as the Mandelbrot set [33].
Tree with or without feedback. Generalizing a pipeline of
ﬁltering stages results in a tree topology. A natural example is
a decision tree, as used in e.g. random forest evaluation [34].
Also, a linear pipeline may be replicated to divide heterogeneous inputs into multiple homogeneous streams according to
some characteristic (e.g. window size in Viola-Jones). Replicating a pipeline with feedback gives a tree with feedback.
Below, we describe how we efﬁciently support these application topologies in MERCATOR.
III.

MERCATOR

To execute an application, we repeatedly select a node with
at least one available input to ﬁre, i.e. to consume one of
its inputs, perform a computation on that input, and generate
any output that may result. An application completes when no
node has any input left to process. Which node should ﬁre
next is determined by a scheduler that is part of MERCATOR’s
runtime system.
A. Topologies and Deadlock Avoidance
Inputs to a node are assumed to queue on its input channel
until they are consumed. If multiple edges point to a node, data
ﬂowing in from all edges is placed on the node’s input queue
in some arbitrary order. Queues have a ﬁxed, ﬁnite sizes.
If a node N can generate up to n outputs from an input on
some output channel c, and c is connected to an input channel
for node N  , then N cannot ﬁre unless the queue of N  has
at room for at least n items. If N cannot ﬁre, we say that it
is blocked by N  . The MERCATOR scheduler detects blocked
nodes by inspecting the queues at the heads of their outgoing
edges and will not ﬁre a blocked node. Any node other than a
sink may sometimes become blocked, depending on the order
in which nodes are ﬁred.
Applications with directed cycles can potentially deadlock,
i.e. reach a state where at least one node has queued inputs but
every such node is blocked and so is unable to ﬁre. Whether an
application with any particular topology can deadlock depends
on queue sizes, ﬁltering behaviors, and the scheduling policy.
To ensure that deadlock cannot occur, we ﬁrst restrict the
set of permitted graph topologies for MERCATOR applications,
then deﬁne a scheduling rule for nodes that ensures progress
after ﬁnite time. Deadlock is impossible if application topology
is restricted to a tree rooted at the source, because any
acyclic path of blocked nodes terminates on a sink or another
unblocked node and hence will unblock after ﬁnite time.
However, support for non-tree-like topologies is desirable, in
particular feedback loops for applications that may process
items a variable, data-dependent number of times.
A tree can be augmented with back edges that point from
a node N to one of its ancestors M . A back edge N → M ,
together with the path M  N , forms a loop (self-loops with
N = M are permitted). MERCATOR requires that
• Loops may not overlap or nest; that is, no node on the
forward path M  N of a loop may be the target of a
back edge, other than the edge N → M .
• For each node in a loop, the output channel that participates in the loop must produce at most one output per
input to the node.
These two criteria are easily veriﬁed for an application at
compile time by a linear-time traversal of its tree.
Even this limited set of topologies permits deadlock under
certain schedules. In particular, if all nodes in a loop have full
queues, then every node in the loop is blocked by its successor,
and the application cannot make progress. However, it can be
shown (proof omitted for space reasons) that, if each node’s
queue can hold at least two items, the following scheduling
rule sufﬁces to prevent deadlock: if M is the head of a loop

A PPLICATION M ODEL

In this section, we describe a sequential version of the
irregular dataﬂow application model underlying MERCATOR.
The next section describes how we augment this model to
accommodate SIMD execution on the GPU.
A MERCATOR application consists of a directed graph of
compute nodes connected by edges along which data ﬂows.
Nodes are assumed to implement relatively “heavy-weight”
computations requiring tens to hundreds of milliseconds. Each
node has a single input channel, from which it receives a
stream of inputs, and may have zero or more output channels,
on which it emits streams of outputs. Channels are typed
according to their contents; an edge may connect an output
channel only to an input channel of the same type. A single
designated node with no input channel is the source; its input
stream is supplied to the GPU by the host processor. A node
with no output channels is a sink; it may only return data from
the GPU to the host.
A node implements a user-deﬁned computation over its
input stream. For this section (only), assume that a node
processes inputs one at a time. A node with output channels
c1 . . . ck may, for each input it consumes, generate between
zero and nj outputs on channel cj . The maximum values nj
are known statically, but the actual number of outputs per input
may vary dynamically at runtime. If nj = 1, we say that a node
ﬁlters its input onto channel cj ; that is, each input produces
at most one output.
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M  N → M , do not ﬁre M ’s parent node if M has only
one free slot in its input queue.
With these restrictions, MERCATOR can support all the types
of application topologies shown in Fig. 1. Future work will
consider the limits imposed by more complex topologies, such
as DAGS and nested loops.

In this section, we describe how MERCATOR applications are
parallelized on SIMD hardware, in this case an NVIDIA GPU.
We exploit the streaming nature of computations, the wideSIMD features of the GPU, and code shared between compute
nodes of an application to parallelize not only execution of the
user’s functions but also our supporting infrastructure.

be limited by the user if execution of a node or the entire
application would otherwise require too many resources per
thread. If a node ﬁres with fewer inputs than the block width,
any GPU threads without an associated input remain idle for
the duration of the ﬁring.
The use of ensembles together with inter-node queueing
is MERCATOR’s fundamental tool for realizing irregular applications on the GPU. Each node in an application may
have different, dynamic ﬁltering behavior on its inputs. By
interposing queues between nodes, MERCATOR can alter the
thread-to-data-item mapping between nodes, so that each ﬁring
utilizes a contiguous set of threads. If ﬁrings are scheduled so
that at least a block’s width of items is usually available, the
block’s threads will usually be fully occupied.

A. Parallel Semantics and Remapping Support

B. Efﬁcient Support for Runtime Remapping

A MERCATOR application is realized as a single GPU
kernel. The host processor supplies an input memory buffer
containing the source node’s input stream and one output
buffer per sink node to receive results. The host then calls
the application, which transfers the input buffer to the GPU’s
global (i.e. DRAM) memory, processes its contents, writes any
results to global memory, and ﬁnally transfers them back to the
host-side output buffers. No intermediate host-device control
transfers occur during application execution – all nodes, the
scheduler, and any supporting code run entirely on the GPU.
This uberkernel design [21] avoids overhead related to either
control or data transfers between host and device.
Coarse-grained Replication. To avoid overhead due to
coordination among multiprocessors on the GPU, MERCATOR
instantiates an application within one thread block, which
runs on a single multiprocessor. To utilize the entire GPU,
multiple blocks are launched, each with its own instance
of the application. Application instances in different blocks
do not share queues or coordinate their execution, except to
concurrently acquire inputs from a global input buffer or write
to global output buffers. These buffers are respectively readonly and write-only, so access to them is coordinated simply
by atomic updates to their head and tail pointers, respectively.
Fine-grained Mapping. Within a single block, we extend
the semantics of MERCATOR applications to utilize multiple
SIMD threads as follows. Each ﬁring of a compute node
now consumes an ensemble of one or more input items from
its queue. Each item is mapped to a GPU thread, and the
node executes on all items of an ensemble in parallel. As
in the sequential semantics described previously, each thread
may dynamically generate different numbers of outputs per
input on each of the node’s output channels, up to some
predeﬁned maximum number of outputs per channel. During
node execution, each thread “pushes” its outputs to the relevant
output channel via a call to a function supplied by the
MERCATOR runtime. All outputs pushed during a ﬁring are
gathered by MERCATOR and forwarded to the appropriate
downstream nodes’ queues.
The width of an ensemble is the thread width of a block
(at most 1024 threads on current NVIDIA GPUs), which may

Because MERCATOR applications execute entirely on the
GPU, remapping of items to threads between nodes must be
done in parallel to avoid incurring unacceptable overhead.
SIMD Queue Management. The ﬁring of a MERCATOR
node is structured as follows. First, the number of input items
to be consumed by the ﬁring is determined. This number is
capped both by the number of available inputs on the node’s
queue and by the number of free output slots on the queues
at the heads of its outgoing edges. The blocking rule and
deadlock avoidance scheme described for sequential semantics
extends straightforwardly to the parallel case – free queue
space is simply measured in units of ensembles rather than
individual items.
Once the number of inputs to consume is known, MERCA TOR repeatedly gathers one ensemble’s worth of items from
the node’s input queue and calls the node’s code to process the
ensemble. Output items pushed by the node on a given channel
are stored temporarily in an output buffer for that channel. If
a node executes n threads and may push up to k outputs per
input, the buffer has size nk (or a multiple of nk, to support
multiple calls between queue updates within one ﬁring). If
not all threads in a block push an item at the same time, the
output buffer may be sparsely occupied. When enough calls
have been made to possibly ﬁll the output buffers, MERCATOR
identiﬁes all nonempty slots in each channel’s buffer using a
SIMD parallel scan and then concurrently compacts the items
onto the channel’s downstream queue.
Queues and output buffers are stored in global memory, so
their size is not strongly constrained. Moreover, because each
queue is accessed only within one block, and ﬁrings within
a block are handled sequentially, there is no need for locking
or atomic access to manage a queue’s head or tail pointers.
Indeed, to minimize global memory accesses, MERCATOR only
updates these pointers once per queue per ﬁring, even across
repeated calls to the node’s code.
Concurrent Execution of Nodes With Identical Code.
Multiple nodes in a MERCATOR application may implement
the same computation. For example, a decision cascade such
as that used by the Viola-Jones face recognition algorithm [30]
might consist of a chain of nodes, each implementing the

IV. PARALLELIZATION ON A SIMD P LATFORM
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Fig. 2: Schematic of steps in ﬁring a module, in this case combining two
nodes. Items are gathered from the nodes’ input queues to form an input
ensemble, which is processed by the module’s code. Any outputs produced
by the module are stored in the output buffer, from which they are scattered to
their downstream queues. Shading denotes tags indicating the node associated
with each item.

Write host-side
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Fig. 3: Workﬂow for writing a program incorporating a MERCATOR application. MERCATOR generates skeleton and support code from the user’s topology
and provides APIs called from module bodies and from the host.

same ﬁltering algorithm on its input stream but using different
parameter data (i.e. ﬁlter coefﬁcients) in each node. All such
nodes execute the same code, albeit with distinct, node-speciﬁc
parameter data. More generally, in decision trees, each node
may implement a similar computation, again with different
node-speciﬁc parameters, that executes on the fraction of the
inputs directed to that node. We say that nodes executing
the same computation are instances of the same module type
(“module” for short).
MERCATOR concurrently executes multiple nodes with the
same module type. User-supplied code is associated with a
module, rather than with the individual nodes of that module
type. The scheduler ﬁres not individual nodes but rather entire
modules. When a module is ﬁred, the scheduler determines for
each node of that module type how many inputs may safely
be consumed from its queue, using the per-node constraints
described above. Inputs are then gathered into ensembles from
the input queues for all instances of the module, processed
concurrently, and ﬁnally scattered to the downstream queues
appropriate to each instance.
Concurrently executing nodes of the same type may beneﬁt
performance. First, the overhead of multiple node ﬁrings may
be reduced by processing all nodes of a given type in a single
ﬁring. Second, if multiple nodes of a given type each have a
limited number of queued inputs – perhaps even less than a
full ensemble width – concurrent execution could pack these
inputs together into ensembles, maximizing thread occupancy.
Runtime Support for Concurrent Execution. To support
processing items from multiple nodes’ queues in a single
ensemble, each item is tagged with a small integer indicating
its source queue. Within a module’s code, any calls by the
developer to MERCATOR’s runtime (e.g. to access per-node
parameters) pass in these tags to ensure the correct nodespeciﬁc behavior for each item. Outputs to a channel are
pushed to a module-wide output buffer along with their tags
to indicate which downstream queue should receive them.
Items in the output buffer are scattered to their queues using a
mapping from tag to downstream queue computed per channel
at compile time and stored in shared memory. Fig. 2 illustrates
this process.
Efﬁcient SIMD-parallel scatter and gather across multiple
queues is challenging because of the complex index computations required. MERCATOR minimizes the cost of these

operations using tuned implementations that exploit parallel
primitives such as branch-free binary search [35] for gathering
and a customized implementation of segmented parallel scan
for scattering. Use of limited shared memory resources for
queue index computation is minimized by doing as much
work as possible within single warps – groups of 32 GPU
threads that can transfer data among themselves using register
shufﬂe operations. These computations require less than two
bytes of shared memory per thread in a block and almost no
shared memory for the special case of a module with a single
instance. On our NVIDIA GTX 980Ti GPU, they take only
a few thousand cycles per ﬁring, even for a block of 1024
threads and 32 instances of a module.
V. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
A. Developer Interface
To develop an application in MERCATOR, a programmer
must (1) specify the application topology, (2) provide CUDA
code for each module type, and (3) embed the application
into a program on the host system. Fig. 3 illustrates the
workﬂow associated with these tasks. Details of the developer
interface and MERCATOR API may be found in our system’s
user manual [36].
Application topology is speciﬁed declaratively, as illustrated
in Listing 1. The most important declaration, module, speciﬁes a module type. Each named module type has a signature
that speciﬁes its input type and thread width, the types of
each of its output channels, and its ﬁltering behavior, in
particular the maximum number of outputs anticipated for
each input. Data types may be arbitrary C++ base types or
structs. The spec then declares each node of the application
as an instance of its module type, and ﬁnally declares the
edges connecting nodes. Special module types are deﬁned for
the source node and sink node(s) of an application, whose
implementations are supplied by MERCATOR. Nodes may have
associated parameter data that is initialized on the host and
made available to the GPU at runtime.
MERCATOR converts the developer’s spec into a CUDA
skeleton for the application along with any code needed to
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the app spec determine the signatures of the stub functions
and application objects.
To form a working application, the developer compiles
together the application skeleton with user-supplied function
bodies for each module type, the system-supplied runtime
supporting code (including host-GPU communication code
and the module scheduler), and the host-side instantiation code
using the regular CUDA toolchain.

/ / F i l t e r module t y p e
# pragma m t r module F i l t e r ( i n t [128] − > acc < i n t > : ? 1 )
/ / Node d e c l a r a t i o n s
# pragma m t r node s o u r c e N o d e : SOURCE
# pragma m t r node F i l t e r N o d e : F i l t e r
# pragma m t r node s i n k N o d e : SINK< i n t >
/ / Edge d e c l a r a t i o n s
# pragma m t r e d g e s o u r c e N o d e : : o u t S t r e a m −> F i l t e r N o d e
# pragma m t r e d g e F i l t e r N o d e : : acc −>s i n k N o d e
Listing 1: Speciﬁcation for a simple linear pipeline. One ﬁlter node sits
between source and sink and processes up to 128 input ints per ﬁring, emitting
0 or 1 ints downstream via an output channel named acc. outStream is
the default output channel name for a source node.

VI. D ESIGN OF P ERFORMANCE E XPERIMENTS
We measured the performance of MERCATOR applications
running on an NVIDIA GTX 980Ti GPU under CUDA 8.0.
All applications were launched on the GPU using 176 blocks
with 128 threads per block, thereby allocating 32 active warps
to each multiprocessor. We measured the time to process a
stream of inputs by book-ending the GPU kernel invocation
with calls to the CUDA event API.
We implemented two types of application: a suite of small
synthetic apps designed to measure the overhead and performance impact of MERCATOR’s runtime support, and a
more complex application implementing a pipeline for DNA
sequence comparison.

support scheduling and data movement between nodes. The
skeleton provides a device function stub for each module type
other than a source or sink. The developer then ﬁlls in the
body of each stub with CUDA code for its computation. If
a module type describes multiple nodes in an application, the
stub is called with both an input item and a small integer tag in
each thread, with the tag indicating the node that is processing
the item. The module body calls a MERCATOR-supplied push
function to emit output on a given channel, passing each output
item along with its tag to ensure that it is routed to the correct
downstream node. Different nodes of the same module type
may access node-speciﬁc data using arrays indexed by tag.
Finally, the developer must instantiate the application on the
host side. An instance of the application appears to the host as
an opaque C++ class, which the developer connects to hostside input and output buffers. Running the application copies
its inputs to the GPU, launches its uberkernel on all GPU
multiprocessors to process those inputs, and ﬁnally copies any
outputs back to the host.

A. Synthetic Applications
We implemented two sets of synthetic applications, shown
in Figs. 4 and 5. The ﬁrst set measured the impact of
MERCATOR on single pipelines, while the second focused on
tree-like application topologies composed of four copies of a
pipeline fed from a common source node.
Each synthetic application included a source and one or
more sinks, plus a collection of intermediate “working nodes.”
Each working node performed a conﬁgurable amount of
compute-bound work on behalf of each of its input items
and passed on a conﬁgurable fraction of those items to the
next node downstream, discarding the remainder. The work
performed at a node was computation of ﬁnancial pricing
options according to the Black-Scholes algorithm [38]; work
per item was varied by controlling the number of BlackScholes iterations performed.
Synthetic applications were tested on a stream of 106
items, each 48 bytes in size. Each item included state used
by the Black-Scholes computation, plus a randomly chosen
integer identiﬁer. The average ﬁltering rate of each node was
controlled by passing only those items with identiﬁers in a
certain range downstream.
Four single-pipeline designs were tested. DiffType consisted of ﬁve working nodes, each with the same code but
declared with different module types to prevent concurrent
execution. The SameType design was similar to DiffType,
except that all nodes were declared to have the same module
type to permit concurrent execution. In the SelfLoop design,
the ﬁve working nodes were replaced by a single node with
a self-loop. Each item carried a counter to ensure that it
was processed at most ﬁve times. Filtering behavior in each
pass around the loop was as for the linear pipeline. Finally,
the Merged design concatenated the computations in the

B. Infrastructure
MERCATOR ’s core data structures and runtime system are
implemented as a hierarchy of C++/CUDA classes. Module
type, module instance, and queue objects are deﬁned by base
classes with member functions that delineate the semantics of
data movement, scheduling, and module ﬁring in the system.
Inherited versions of these classes parameterized by data
type implement proper queue storage and appropriately typed
connection logic between objects.
A C++ front end incorporating the ROSE compiler infrastructure [37] ﬁrst parses the developer’s app spec ﬁle
and extracts the parameters for each module type, node,
and queue from the module, node, and edge declarations
respectively. The front end then infers the application topology
and checks for type compatibility and conformance to MER CATOR ’s topological restrictions. Finally, a codegen engine
produces developer-facing CUDA function stubs for each
module, along with code to create the necessary application
objects as members of the MERCATOR infrastructure classes.
The data types and other properties of modules speciﬁed in
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two. The query is stored in GPU global memory, along with
a hash table containing its substrings of some ﬁxed length k
(k = 8 in our implementation, matching the behavior of NCBI
BLASTN). BLASTN executes in a pipeline of four stages,
each of which we mapped to one application node. First, each
length-k substring of the database is compared to the hash
table. Second, if the substring occurs in the table, each of its
occurrences (up to 16 per database position) is enumerated.
Third, each occurrence is extended with additional matches to
the left and right to see if it is part of a matching substring
of length at least 11. Fourth, matches of length 11 (up to
16 per database position) are further extended via dynamic
programming over a ﬁxed-size window. If the resulting inexact
match’s score exceeds a threshold, it is returned to the host.
Each stage of this pipeline discards a large fraction of
its input. We note that the pipeline was implemented in
MERCATOR by two undergraduate students with no prior GPU
or bioinformatics experience.
We tested BLASTN by comparing a database consisting of
human chromosome 1, comprising 225 million DNA bases, to
queries drawn from the chicken genome. Query sizes varied
between 2,000 and 10,000 bases. To measure the impact
of MERCATOR’s remapping optimizations, we compared our
implementation to one in which all pipeline stages were
merged into a single node, analogous to the Merged synthetic
application. In the merged implementation, threads whose
input was ﬁltered out early in the pipeline remained idle until
all remaining threads in the current ensemble ﬁnished.

Fig. 4: Topologies of single-pipeline synthetic applications. Label inside each
node indicates its module type. Gray nodes are sources/sinks.

VII. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Core Functionality: Beneﬁt vs. Overhead
Fig. 5: Topologies of multi-pipeline synthetic applications. Node labels are as
in Fig. 4.

The MERCATOR framework seeks to improve thread occupancy of applications by performing dynamic work-tothread remapping at node boundaries. To be worthwhile, the
performance boost from increased occupancy must outweigh
the overhead due to queueing, remapping, and scheduling.
We measured the tradeoff between increased occupancy and
overhead by comparing the running times of the Merged and
DiffType topologies across ﬁltering rates and workloads, as
shown in Fig. 6.
We observe that DiffType outperforms Merged
(speedup > 1) for most cases tested, indicating that the
overhead of remapping in MERCATOR was less than the
performance improvement due to elimination of idle threads.
Filtering rates between the two extremes of 0 (no stage
discards any inputs) and 1 (the ﬁrst stage discards all inputs)
favored DiffType, with rates of 0.5 and 0.75 showing over
1.5x speedup for sufﬁcient workloads. Only when irregularity
is entirely absent from the application (rate 0) or when all
work occurs in the ﬁrst node (rate 1) is the lower-overhead
Merged implementation consistently superior.
Moreover, the performance advantage of DiffType over
Merged increases with increasing workload at each pipeline
stage, since more work per item in later stages causes idle
threads in the Merged implementation to remain idle for
longer. For all cases tested, the beneﬁt of remapping exceeded

ﬁve working nodes into a single “supernode.” No queueing
was performed between compute stages within the supernode.
Hence, if an input was ﬁltered early in the pipeline, its thread
remained idle for the remainder of that call to the supernode.
Merged represents a “control” against which the impact
of MERCATOR’s queueing infrastructure can be compared,
while the three alternate designs exercise different subsets of
MERCATOR ’s features.
We tested three multi-pipeline designs to further explore the
impact of MERCATOR’s concurrent execution of nodes with
the same module type. The Same and Diff multi-pipeline
designs again differed in that the former permitted concurrency across all working nodes, while the latter forbid any
concurrency. The last design, Staged, allowed concurrency
across nodes at the same stage in different pipelines, but not
across different stages of the same pipeline.
B. BLASTN Sequence Comparison Pipeline
Our “BLASTN” application implements the ungapped kernel of the NCBI BLAST algorithm for sequence comparison [6]. The application compares a DNA database to a ﬁxed
DNA query sequence to ﬁnd regions of similarity between the
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Fig. 7: Execution time of 106 inputs streamed through the parallel pipeline
applications in Fig. 5 under various workloads with a per-node ﬁltering rate
of 0.5.
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Fig. 6: Speedup of DiffType over Merged topology for varying ﬁltering
rates and workloads. Filtering rates shown were applied to each stage of
the application; rate 0 discards no inputs, while rate 1 discards all inputs.
Wherever the speedup is greater than 1 (i.e. above the plane), the beneﬁts of
MERCATOR outweigh its costs for this application.
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its overhead for workloads requiring at least 250ms of execution time per node ﬁring. In some cases, the threshold to see
a beneﬁt from MERCATOR was much lower (e.g. < 75ms for
a ﬁltering rate of 0.5).
To ensure that the functionality of SelfLoop does not
incur an unacceptable cost, we compared its performance to
that of SameType and DiffType. The comparison with
SameType is appropriate since a node with a self-loop may
always be unrolled into multiple distinct nodes of the same
module type. Across all our experiments, the execution time
of SelfLoop was lower than that of DiffType by an
average of 3.6% and was very close to that of SameType
(average of 1.3% faster). Hence, support for loops does not
appear to incur signiﬁcant overhead in MERCATOR and may
be advantageous for implementing applications that require a
variable number of identical execution rounds, such as ﬁxedpoint [4] and recursive [31] algorithms.
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Fig. 8: Execution time of BLASTN application comparing a chicken genome
fragment (query) against human chromosome 1 (database) using MERCATOR
vs. the merged topology. Query size is measured in bases.

in performance is likely attributable to improved occupancy
due to concurrency, rather than merely a change in the number
of distinct modules to be scheduled. The Staged application
was comparable in execution time to the Same application
to within 3%, suggesting that horizontal concurrency across
pipelines (as in Staged), rather than vertical concurrency
within each pipeline, conferred most of the beneﬁt.
We conclude that concurrent execution can indeed confer
performance beneﬁts in executing MERCATOR applications.

B. Concurrent Execution of Nodes with Same Module Type

C. Behavior of BLASTN

Our ﬁrst test of MERCATOR’s ability to concurrently execute
nodes of the same type is the single-pipeline SameType
application. SameType, which concurrently executes all its
working nodes, achieves a modest speedup of 1.05× compared
to DiffType, which must ﬁre each node separately.
The replicated-pipeline applications make more nodes available for concurrent ﬁring and offer opportunities for both
horizontal and vertical concurrency. Fig. 7 compares the
execution time of these three applications under varying peritem workloads using a uniform per-node ﬁltering rate of 0.5.
Concurrently executing nodes of the same module type
in these topologies resulted in speedups of 1.23 to 1.26×,
depending on per-node workload, over a baseline, Diff, in
which each node’s inputs were executed separately. Scheduling
overhead in all experiments was less than 2%, so the difference

We conclude by analyzing the performance of our MERCA BLASTN implementation vs. a Merged implementation
that does not implement remapping between stages. Fig. 8
shows the execution time of these implementations for biologically relevant input query sizes from 2,000 to 10,000 DNA
bases. MERCATOR achieved speedups ranging from 1.27× to
1.78× over the merged implementation.
Whereas MERCATOR’s execution time improves with decreasing query size, that of the merged version is almost
invariant to input set size and always exceeds MERCATOR’s
worst time. Smaller queries decrease the rate at which 8-mers
in the database hit in the query hash table, as well as the
number of hits per 8-mer. As this rate decreases, MERCATOR’s
remapping optimizations maintain full thread occupancy, while
TOR
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the merged implementation suffers the overhead of idle threads
during extension and dynamic programming.

behavior can be deﬁned in such cases [39], a large number of
practical join-containing applications exhibit static data rates
and so ﬁt within the simpler SDF framework. Examples include JPEG compression, MP3 decoding, and AES encryption.
We will initially extend MERCATOR to support application
topologies in which certain subgraphs are free of irregularity
but do contain joins. Each such subgraph can be analyzed and
scheduled as a unit relative to the rest of the application.
Graph-processing applications exhibit behaviors beyond the
current limits of MERCATOR’s streaming execution model, yet
they are strong candidates for optimization of irregular data
ﬂow. Many graph applications, including ones found in the
Pannotia benchmark suite [9] and the LonestarGPU suite [4],
process graphs in a series of vertex-centric rounds converging
to a ﬁxed point. In one round, each vertex does some computational work on each of its incident edges, reduces the results
associated with these edges, and ﬁnally computes on the result
of this reduction. Each vertex may have a different degree and
so may require a different amount of work in a round.
To support efﬁcient SIMD processing of graph computations, we must schedule the per-edge work for edges of many
vertices simultaneously. “Exploding” a stream of vertices into
a stream of all their edges would regularize much of a computation’s degree-dependent irregularity. MERCATOR could even
model per-edge computations in which only a dynamically
determined subset of edges contribute to the result for a vertex.
However, the stream of per-edge results must be reduced to a
single value per vertex at the end of a round.
The principal extension needed to support graph computation in MERCATOR is a reduce-by-key operation analogous to
MapReduce [40]. In this case, the key is the vertex associated
with each adjacent edge. MERCATOR already implements efﬁcient SIMD reduce-by-key algorithms to support concurrent
processing of inputs to multiple nodes within a single module,
as described in Section IV-B. However, the temporal scope
of a reduction is much smaller than the entire computation
– a vertex must be queued for further processing as soon
as all of its edges have been processed and their results
reduced. To express the limited scope of each reduction, we
plan to deﬁne explosion/reduction operation pairs that span
a limited subgraph of the application. Within this subgraph,
we process individual edges; at its boundary, the edges are
gathered back into their vertices. We previously prototyped
this style of explosion/reduction in our WOODSTOCC DNA
sequence aligner [26]. The challenge is to generalize these
operations while preserving the generality and transparency
of MERCATOR’s support for streaming, irregular dataﬂow.

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have described MERCATOR, a platform for implementing irregular streaming dataﬂow application development on
GPUs. MERCATOR supports efﬁcient remapping of work to
SIMD threads within an application. Once an application has
been divided into nodes with internally regular computations,
this support is provided between nodes transparently to the
application developer. Both in our synthetic benchmarks and
for the BLASTN application, MERCATOR’s remapping support
offered beneﬁts for overall throughput that substantially exceeded its runtime overhead. MERCATOR’s ability to specify
and support a large set of practically important application
topologies, together with the efﬁciency of its remapping
primitives, offer robust remapping support independent of a
particular application domain.
Improvements to MERCATOR Infrastructure. We foresee
several opportunities to improve MERCATOR’s runtime and
remapping support. First, because remapping is transparent to
the application developer, we are free to optimize the underlying remapping primitives. For example, managing queues
through atomic updates may sometimes be more efﬁcient than
our current scanning and compaction approach. Moreover, for
certain combinations of node computational cost and ﬁltering
rate, it may be advantageous to eliminate remapping between
two nodes altogether, instead paying the cost of lower thread
occupancy to eliminate remapping overhead. These decisions
should be automated and should be guided by proﬁling of
runtime ﬁltering behavior.
Second, it is straightforward to extend MERCATOR’s permodule stubs to provide more than one input to each thread,
or to dedicate several threads to one input. Multiple inputs
per thread offers the possibility of memory latency hiding
through loop unrolling, while multiple threads per input allows
for parallelization in the processing of each item. We plan to
explore how to most efﬁciently support different thread-toitem ratios and what performance beneﬁts may accrue from
varying these ratios.
Third, MERCATOR uses a simple scheduling heuristic that
ﬁres the module with the most queued inputs, subject to limitations imposed by the available queue space of the module’s
downstream nodes. We plan to develop more sophisticated
scheduling strategies that provably maximize throughput by,
e.g., minimizing the extent to which any one node in an
application becomes a bottleneck.
Extension to Other Irregular Streaming Computations.
To extend MERCATOR to other high-impact domains, we plan
to support two important classes of computations: those with
nodes requiring simultaneous inputs from multiple upstream
nodes in order to ﬁre (which are supported by “join” semantics
in SDF applications), and graph-processing applications.
Join semantics in the presence of ﬁltering are not straightforward, because input items may be discarded on some but
not all paths prior to reaching the join point. While consistent
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